
America’s Path to Empire
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1890-1892
           The Influences of Sea Power Upon History(Book)- 1890, A history of 

naval warfare written in 1890 by Alfred Thayer Mahan. It details the role of sea 

power throughout history and discusses the various factors needed to support 

and achieve sea power, with emphasis on having the largest and most powerful 

fleet. Scholars consider it the single most influential book in naval strategy; its 

policies were quickly adopted by most major navies.   

McKinley Tariff(Treaty)-1890 taxes placed on foreign goods by federal 

governments.  Bill calling for the highest peacetime tariff during 1890s (48.4 

percent). It gave a bounty of two cents a pound to American sugar producers, 

and raised tariffs on agricultural products. The duties on manufactured goods 

hurt farmers financially. American opposition to the McKinley Tariff was so 

high that President Benjamin Harrison, a Republican, may have lost reelection in 

1892 partly because of his support for the tax.

Immigration- On April 18, 1890, the secretary of treasury terminates its contract with Castle 

Garden. The next day, the U.S. government opens a temporary processing station at the Old Barge 

Office in Manhattan, and begins plans for  Ellis Island. This becomes the first federally owned 

immigrant receiving station, as immigration stations were previously controlled by the states. In 

1891, the federal government assumed jurisdiction over all immigration ports in the U.S..



1892-1894
● Major events: 

○ Revolt in Hawaii staged by American planters who were against 
the new queen’s constitution and wanted to exempt from sugar 
tariffs

○ Rebels called on the US for protection - when marines were sent 
out, Queen Liliuokalani yielded her authority

○ President Cleveland rejects annexation called for the queen to be 
restored to power

● Important individuals:
○ John L. Stevens (US minister to Hawaii, supported annexation)
○ Queen Liliuokalani
○ President Grover Cleveland



1894-1896
Venezuelan Dispute - December 
1895

Using the Monroe Doctrine, 
which warned European nations that the 
US would not tolerate further 
colonization, Richard Olney (Secretary 
of State) sent a letter to the British 
Prime Minister Lord Salisbury  
demanding that the British submit the 
boundary dispute to arbitration. 
However, when Salisbury refused, 
saying the Monroe Doctrine had no 
validity as international law, President 
Cleveland asked for a boundary 
commission and war talk raged 
throughout the United States. Great 
Britain, unable to afford a conflict, 
agreed to arbitration. This incident 
strongly reflected that the US was a 
world power and that under the Monroe 
Doctrine, it would exercise its power 
within the Western Hemisphere. 

Cuban Revolt - January 1895

The Wilson-Gorman Tariff ended 
Cuba's near-monopoly on the United 
States sugar market. Enraged by this, 
the Cubans protested against Spain. 
They burnt down their sugar plantations 
and tried to make the Spanish leave. In 
response, General Valeriano Weyler 
confined civilians in concentration 
camps and sent troops to Cuba. United 
States sympathized with Cubans but 
never intervened until 
Spanish-American War in 1898. Many 
American businesses were concerned 
with their economic investments in 
Cuba but McKinley continuously 
pressured Spain to end the 
Cuban-Spanish conflict. This proved 
US was a world power as they gained 
qualified autonomy for Cuba.
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1896-1898

1897: Spain ends their re-concentration camps in Cuba
-About 100,000 dead from concentration camps between 1896
-Camps ended in an effort to appease the Cubans
-Valeriano Weyler taken out of power 

Valeriano Weyler
-Introduced terror methods to control rebels
-Mass exile of residents in concentration camps
-Ordered countryside residents to gather in fortified areas; 
resulted in 155,000-170,000 deaths (October 21, 1896) 
-Rejected secret offers from the U.S. to buy Cuba 

1896:  William McKinley elected 
-Advised Congress in the annexation of Hawaii (1897)
-Repudiated ideas of Cuban annexation, urged that Spain “be 
given reasonable chance to realize her expectations,” 
pressured Spain to make concessions to end conflict 

William McKinley

Valeriano Weyler,
also known as

“Butcher Weyler”



1898Spanish-American War
● April 21-August 13, 1898
● Explosion of the USS Maine, seizure of 

Manila, battle at San Juan Hill, capture of 
Santiago

● Treaty of Paris - signed December 10, 1898 
(Spain ceded Puerto Rico, Guam, and the 
Philippines to the US)

● William McKinley, Leonard Wood, Teddy 
Roosevelt, George Dewey, Nelson Miles

Annexation of Hawaii
● July 7, 1898
● Annexed by joint resolution - “Newlands 

Resolution”
● William McKinley, Sanford Dole, Queen 

Liluokalani
● Imperialism

Americans V. Spaniards Battle of Manila Bay

Raising of U.S. Flag 
at Iolani Palace, 
Honolulu, Hawaii

Political Cartoon 





The Years 1901-1903
Major Events

● February 20, 1901– The Hawaii Territory Legislature assembles for the first time.
● June 12, 1901– Cuba becomes a U.S. protectorate.
● May 20, 1902 – Cuba gained independence from the United States.
● July 1, 1902 – The Philippine Organic Act becomes law. It provided that the lower house of the Philippine legislature would be elected 

after the insurrection ended.
● July 4, 1902 – The Philippine American War ends. 
● December of 1902– The Venezuela Crisis of 1901-1903 occurs (until February 1903), in which Britain, Germany and Italy sustain a 

naval blockade on Venezuela in order to enforce collection of outstanding financial claims. This prompts the development of the 
Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine

The Major US Policy That Governed American Actions During This Period:
● The Platt Amendment - defined the terms of the Cuban-American relations as it gave the US dominance over Cuba. There were eight 

conditions to the Platt Amendment. Made Cuba sign a treaty as the last condition of the amendment. It was the end of American military 
occupation in Cuba. 

Major Individuals:
● Theodore Roosevelt - President of the United States

Laura Miles & Mary Grace



Big Stick Diplomacy

By: Faith Choi, 
Pichaya 
Yimmongkol, and 
Lan Zheng

1903-1905 Per: 1 Alaska Boundary Dispute

-This was a territorial dispute between the United States and the United 
Kingdom.
-The dispute started in 1821 with Russian and British
-It was inherited by the United States in the Alaska  Purchase in 1867
-The final resolution in 1903 favored the American position, and Canada did 
not get an outlet from the Yukon gold fields to the sea. 
The disappointment and anger in Canada was directed less at the United 
States, and more at the British government for betraying Canadian interests in 
pursuit of a friendly relationship between Britain and the United States.

-The Big Stick Diplomacy of 1903 was president Roosevelt’s idea of 
negotiating softly with other nations while also scaring them into 
recognizing the military power of the United States
-followed with the Monroe Doctrine (The Roosevelt Corollary)
-Concept derived from quote “Speak softly, and carry a big stick”
-Explained his relations with foreign political leaders and his 
approach to such issues as the regulation of monopolies and the 
demands of trade unions.
-Was different from Monroe Doctrine in which it justified U.S 
intervention in foreign affairs around the world.
-Was used in the Venezuelan Affair



1905-1907
The Treaty of Portsmouth

● Formally ended Russo-Japanese War of 1904 - 1905
● Began in August of 1905 in Portsmouth, New Hampshire and was formally 

signed in September 5th
● Affirmed the Japanese presence in south Manchuria and Korea and ceded the 

southern half of the island of Sakhalin to Japan.,
● Mediated partly by Teddy Roosevelt

Henry White 

● US diplomat who became ambassador to Italy in 1905 and served as a 
mediator for the Algeciras Conference in 1906. 

Picture of the 
Treaty of 

Portsmouth 
with Teddy 

Roosevelt in 
the middle



Cruise of the Great White fleet withdrawal from cuba
It was a U.S. navy fleet consisting of 4 squadrons of US battleships that went around the world. It was the first fleet of steam-powered, 

Roosevelt hoped that the cruise would be able to show the world, and the American people, the power of the US navy. 

The cruise was a huge success as not only did the ships not break down, but also able to promote U.S. diplomacy. An example is, 

shortly after the cruise the Root-Takahira Agreement was established, in large part of the reason why the agreement was able to be 

created.

Marked the end of the Second Occupation of Cuba. The reason why the US reoccupied Cuba is to promote democracy and protect us 

economic ties. 

Started in november 1908 and ended in February 1909


